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Texturline 

Products

Plasterers Product Range
After years of research and design along gathering onsite knowledge from tradesmen around the world.

we finally achieved an innovation designed range of products for the plastering industry.

 Handcrafted products of the highest quality standards meeting the needs of the construction industry

We Take Pride In Our Work So You Can Too  

High-quality materials are the single most important factor in making a product premium quality. 

It is our top priority to ensure you receive the best service and product possible. 

We strive to deliver the highest quality products that will meet and exceed your expectations.

Trowelwallets Brand Awareness

Keeping quality as its main focus, a brand instantly became a name in the construction industry. 

Trowel wallets has become a world market leader with distribution centres in worldwide.

In 2014 Trowel wallets has become the world's premium brand of tool protection and storage products.

The Plasterers K9 is by far the ultimate tool station of its kind Designed to 
accommodate transport and protect your plastering tools. Plasterers today  
have a relationship with their tools. In the best case scenario, they become 
reliant on them for a quality finish alongside providing their livelyhood. The 
plasterer's K9 has been designed to eliminate damage to your plastering tools 
caused by improper storage while not in use.

Not forgetting the convenience and ease of carrying your tools professionally at 
hands reach at all times. The plasterer's K9 is crafted from the solid core with 
1.8mm leatherette pressure glued seams with double stitching. The new 
improved k9 design launched recently has been reinforced with stainless steel 
corners along with the tool stations edges. Ensuring you of the highest quality 

tool station available to date.

Storage Compartments

The unique storage compartments designed into the plasterers k9 tool station 
allows you to store and protect your plastering tools correctly. consisting of 2 
trowel slides at either end of the tool station to accommodate trowels up to 14'' x 
5'' - side compartments with a soft  protective closer accommodates trowels up 
to 16'' with inner double trowel holder open-ended accommodating longer 
trowels 18''/ 20''. Smaller size trowels will also fit comfortably.

In Addition to the trowel compartments you can also store a plastering hawk up 
to 16'', tape measure clip holder with plastering knife slide open-ended for 
additional  length blades. Inner large tool compartment, smaller tools can also 
be stored in the outer pockets.

Pricecad $370.00 PTS-133546

http://trowelwallets.com/
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Plastering trowel wallets

Sold in 2 version two or four trowels

Version for two trowels $63.50  

Version for four trowels $88.00 

Plasterers mate pro plus PMPP-283920

PMPP-283920

$110.00

Venetian Mate Pro Drywall Tapers Mate

Two other versions are available

Both these @ $90.00   

. 1.8mm leatherette with pressure double lined backing with 2 storage 

hooks. Light in weight while durable to withstand the elements of daily 

use. Industrial double-stitched design with Soft leather grip handle. 

The 2-trowel wallet will accommodate all trowel brands up to a 

maximum width size of 5'' x 18'' in height. Smaller size trowels will also 

fit comfortably. 

4 leatherette Trowel wallet Holder 2 trowels front side and 2 trowels 

back side, Compact and very similar in features to the plasterer's 

mate. Compact in size lightweight and portable. This model is the ideal 

storage solution for your trowels. Accommodating trowels on the face 

side and back side up to 18'' x 5'' smaller trowel sizes will also fit 

comfortably. New improved design now crafted with two vehicle 

storage hooks

Plasterers today have a relationship with their trowels. In the best-case 
scenario, they become reliant on them for a quality finish alongside 
providing a lively hood. The plasterer's mate plus has been designed 
to eliminate trowel damage caused by improper storage while not in 
use.
Not forgetting the convenience and ease of carrying your tools 
professionally at hands reach at all times.
The plasterers mate plus will hold the following trowels and hawk size
4 x 18'' trowels / 1 x 18'' Plastering Hawk / Spatula 24'' / Measure Tape 
Clip Holder.
Smaller size plastering trowels and Hawk will also fit the plasterer's 
mate Pro comfortably. New improved design now crafted with 
2 vehicle storage hooks. Detachable Shoulder Strap Included with 
purchase.
The plasterer's mate plus has been crafted with solid core board -
pressure glued seams - lined with 1.8mm leatherette along with 

double stitched design ensuring durability and lifespan of the product.
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TROWEL WALLETS

MODEL A

MODEL B

MODEL A: 8"- 10" - 12"- 14" -16" 

MODEL B 8"- 9"- 11" - 12"- 13" - 14" - 15" - 16" - 18" - 20" -22" - 24" - 25"

PRICE MODEL $30.00 

PRICE MODEL B SIZE 8"-16"31.00  

PRICE MODEL B SIZE 18"-25" 35.00 

Your trowel is your sole connection between you and your surface 

and as such it’s essential that it remains clean and free from any 

defects along its edges. Trowel wallets are the professional and 

assured product that will eliminate damage to your trowel edges 

while not in use. While helping to maintain - eliminate blade 

corrosion in storage Crafted using 1.8mm leatherette.

The pressure glued seams with double stitched design adds that 

extra durability, while the new two-tone design offers the most 

updated trowel wallet design available. Placing your trowel in a 

trowel wallet ensures you peace of mind that your trowel is 

protected at all 


